
South Dallas Avenue Meeting Notes: 

 Our office has heard from residents about the dangerous condition of S. Dallas Avenue 

for pedestrians and motorists alike.  

 

 According to data collected in partnership with Zone 4 Police and the Department of 

Mobility and Infrastructure, the median speed on South Dallas Avenue is 37 MPH in a 25 

MPH zone. This reveals the need for a better street design that discourages speeding 

and encourages safe driving and more pedestrians.  

 

 Residents provided feedback through communications with the District 8 office and at a 

previous meeting.  

 

 Residents indicated that they’d like to see improvements that encourage walking and 

safe driving habits, rather than its current condition of a high-speed roadway.  

 

 

 In the coming months, the City’s Department of Mobility and Infrastructure (DOMI) will 

implement roadway improvements at several intersections in the City-owned portion of 

S. Dallas Avenue (Forbes Avenue to Wilkins Avenue).  

 

 Improvements include pedestrian refuge islands, which provide a curbed median in the 

middle of roadway to narrow the road and allow pedestrians to cross one lane safely 

before crossing another lane, curb extensions, which improve visibility for turning 

vehicles and pedestrians, and high-visibility crosswalks throughout the corridor.  

 

 The City will use flex-posts, paint, and rubber curbing in the first phase as a cost-

effective way to analyze traffic improvements before installing them in concrete. 

Eventually, planters and stormwater infrastructure could become part of the design of 

the curb extensions.   

 

 At the Smithfield Cemetery entrance, Aylesboro Avenue, Dalzell Place, and Woodwell 

Street intersections, the design will include curb extensions to prohibit parking too close 

to the intersection and high-visibility crosswalks. 

 

 At Northumberland Street, Ridgeville Street, and Kinsman Road intersections, the design 

will include curbed pedestrian refuge islands to allow pedestrians to cross the road one 

lane at a time and high-visibility crosswalks.  

 



 We are working with the Homewood Cemetery, who is open to adding an additional 

pedestrian entrance to the park (likely between Dalzell Place and Ridgeville Street) and 

interested in planting additional trees along South Dallas Avenue which once mature, 

will aid in traffic calming.  

 

 These improvements are designed to slow traffic because of the changing traffic 

patterns and create safer conditions for pedestrians.  

 

 Design is only one prong in the traffic calming approach. Along with Engineering, 

Enforcement and Education comprise the three E’s of traffic calming. When coupled 

with street design, police enforcement of speeding and other violations and neighbors 

agreeing to obey the laws of the road, we can change the character of South Dallas 

Avenue from a high-speed roadway  

 

 Upon the request of my office, PennDOT is completing a traffic safety review of their 

portion of S. Dallas (Wilkins to Penn). After the review, we will be able to further discuss 

their recommendations.  

 

 We are also working with St. Bede School to extend the school zone onto S. Dallas to 

reducing speeding with students present.  

 


